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Abstract
Millimeter-sized electrostatic film actuators, inspired by the efficient spatial arrangement of insect muscles, achieve a muscle-like power density (61 W kg⁻¹) and enable robotic applications in which agility is needed in confined spaces. Like biological muscles, these actuators incorporate a hierarchical structure, in this case building from electrodes to arrays to laminates, and are composed primarily of flexible materials. So comprised, these actuators can be designed for a wide range of manipulation and locomotion tasks, similar to natural muscle, while being robust and compact. A typical actuator can achieve 85 mN of force with a 15 mm stroke, with a size of 28 × 5.7 × 0.3 mm³ and mass of 92 mg. Two millimeter-sized robots, an ultra-thin earthworm-inspired robot and an intestinal-muscle-inspired endoscopic tool for tissue resection, demonstrate the utility of these actuators. The earthworm robot undertakes inspection tasks: the navigation of a 5 mm channel and a 19 mm square tube while carrying an on-board camera. The surgical tool, which conforms to the surface of the distal end of an endoscope, similar to the thin, smooth muscle that covers the intestine, completes tissue cutting and penetrating tasks. Beyond these devices, we anticipate widespread use of these actuators in soft robots, medical robots, wearable robots, and miniature autonomous systems.
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1. Introduction
Insect muscles possess numerous features that are desirable for actuators in similarly sized robotic systems. Their compliance allows them to be interwoven with rigid skeletal elements to generate complex motions and makes them robust to external disturbances. Their hierarchical structure, building from nanoscale myosin/actin molecules to microscale sarcomeres to macroscopic muscle fibers (see Figure 1), makes them highly scalable and controllable. Although it is possible to directly employ living cells or muscles for robotic actuation, challenges such as controllability and the need to provide metabolites to biological materials limit their utility at present (Ricotti et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2020; Webster-Wood et al., 2017). Alternatively, insights from biological muscle structure can be leveraged in order to achieve similar overall performance in artificial, robotic systems.

Scalable, high-performance actuation is of particular interest on the insect (i.e., millimeter) scale. Electromagnetic motors, which are ubiquitous in larger robots, are rigid, bulky, and relatively inefficient on the millimeter scale and are thus poorly suited to small-scale robots (Goldberg
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Fig. 1. The hierarchical structures of (A) skeletal muscle and (B) the electrostatic film actuator. At the smallest (nanometer) scale, actin and myosin molecules apply forces to generate a ratcheting motion. These actin and myosin molecules form a filament (each filament interacts with multiple filaments simultaneously in 3D space), filaments combine into a sarcomere, and consequently sarcomeres combine to form macroscopic muscles to power motion in animals. Similarly, in our electrostatic film actuator, at the micrometer level, electrodes generate a driving force based on an applied electrostatic field. Multiple electrodes combine to form a film (each film interacts with upper and lower adjacent films simultaneously), multiple films form a stacked mesoscale actuator that is able to drive insect-sized robots.

et al., 2014; Madou, 2002; Trimmer, 1989). In pursuit of actuators better suited to the millimeter scale, researchers have developed many types that hew more closely to the soft material properties of natural systems. These so-called “induced-strain” actuators contract, expand, or bend when excited by an electrical signal and include piezoelectric actuators (Hassani and Tjahjowidodo, 2017; Li et al., 2017; Peng et al., 2015; Sun et al., 2017; York et al., 2017), shape memory alloys (SMAs) (Barbarino et al., 2014; Jani et al., 2014; Mulgaonkar et al., 2016; Sheng et al., 2017), ionic polymer–metal composites (IPMCs) (Jung et al., 2003), and dielectric elastomer actuators (DEAs) (Boys et al., 2017; Carpi et al., 2007; Gu et al., 2017; Lau et al., 2014; Nguyen et al., 2014). For each type, the stroke and force are governed by the geometry, material properties, and the applied electrical field or current. For these examples, however, the material stiffness is typically the most important factor and associated with the stroke of the actuator: stiff actuators tend to produce large stress but small displacement; compliant actuators produce low stress but large motions. Moreover, the viscoelasticity, creep, and hysteresis of the material during deformation results in non-linear characteristics and difficulties for precise control (Cordero et al., 2016; Kha and Ahn, 2006; Liu et al., 2017; Wood et al., 2005; Zou and Gu, 2018). These problems limit the contexts in which each type of induced-strain actuator can be reasonably used: none match the capabilities and adaptability of animal muscle, composed of muscle fibers that are coupled by a chemical ratchet-like mechanism instead of deformable materials as in induced-strain actuators.

This work aims to develop high-performance insect-sized artificial muscle using low-Young-modulus materials and a hierarchical structure, as suggested by natural muscle. The first step is to select a suitable driving mechanism. In this work we rely on electrostatic attractive forces, because electrostatic forces scale proportional to area and are thus well suited to millimeter-sized devices (Schindler et al., 2019; Trimmer, 1989). The second step in the hierarchical
design involves patterning individual electrode layers into power-dense arrays. This is particularly challenging at the millimeter scale owing to limitations with standard (e.g., photolithographic) fabrication and assembly techniques. Although several micro- and macro-scale actuators have been developed based on electrostatic forces (Bell et al., 2005; Cham et al., 2002; Chu et al., 1996; Grade et al., 2003; Legtenberg et al., 1996; Livermore et al., 2004; Martel, 2005; Penskiy and Bergbreiter, 2012; Rodgers et al., 2000; Tang et al., 1990, 1992, 2014; Tapuchi and Baimel, 2014; Yeh et al., 2002), only a few successful electrostatic actuators have been made at the millimeter scale (Chen et al., 2014; Minami et al., 1993; Schaler et al., 2018).

Building from prior designs, we focus on dry electrostatic actuators, because actuators depending on dielectric fluids suffer from evaporation in air and can freeze at low temperatures (although the output force can be greater owing to higher permittivity and dielectric strength of the dielectric fluid) (Kedzierski and Holihan, 2018; Niino et al., 1992, 1997a,b; Yamamoto et al., 1998, 2006). Most current electrostatic actuators at the microscale are based on comb structures, but their displacement is small (tens of micrometers, and less than 10% of the characteristic length of the actuator), as shown in Figure 2, which is ineffective for driving a millimeter-scale robot. Existing mesoscopic (i.e., millimeter-sized) solutions try to overcome these challenges through the use of stroke-amplifying features (e.g., a zipper structure or a shuttle and clutch), but they sacrifice force output and structural complexity in doing so. In contrast, our millimeter-scale thin-film actuators, which fill the gap between micro- and macro-scale solutions, use a similar working principle to existing centimeter-sized electrostatic actuators: an electrostatic force between electrodes in the slider and the stator creates a net motion of the slider when the electrical signals to the electrodes are appropriately phased (Niino et al., 1992, 1997a,b; Wang and Yamamoto, 2013, 2017; Yamamoto et al., 1998, 2006). The principle is shown in Figure 3.

Based on this mechanism, we can implement the proposed actuator in a hierarchical structure, as shown in Figure 1. Electrodes in separate films can slide relative to each other when subjected to an electrostatic force. These electrodes are linearly patterned in films to multiply the actuation force, and two (or more) electrode films together create one actuator. The spatial efficiency can be enhanced by adding another electrode film, so the middle film can generate forces from fields from the two adjacent electrode layers, analogous to the arrangement in skeleton muscle where each myosin fiber interacts with multiple actin fibers and vice versa. By stacking more electrode films, the net force is amplified. The resulting actuator, with this hierarchical structure, is adjustable by tuning the number of electrodes and the actuation area. Similar to the fact that the insect muscle is different from vertebrate counterparts in many specific aspects (although the basic mechanism is the same) (Resh and Cardé, 2009), the design, fabrication, and assembly of mesoscale electrostatic film actuators cannot totally duplicate those of macroscopic electrostatic actuators. For example, the mass fraction of fastening and supporting elements can be up to 29% for macroscopic actuators (whereas the mass fraction of the electrode films are only 10%) (Egawa and Higuchi, 1990; Niino et al., 1994), which would be an unacceptable payload for a mesoscale robot. Moreover, in previous macroscopic stacked actuators, each electrode film only works in a single actuation interface because the cover layers on both sides of the film are different thicknesses. With these considerations in mind, there are three key challenges for creating efficient mesoscale electrostatic film actuators. First, the effective ratio and actuation force per area decreases rapidly as the size shrinks to several millimeters, because the non-actuation parts (e.g., micro- vias) cannot scale down proportionally and results in a reduced force. Second, the fabrication of smaller electrodes and interconnects between layers results in manufacturing difficulties, increased cost, and lower reliability (Holden, 2009; Ning, 2017; Pfahlf et al., 2012). Finally, fixturing and assembly of the actuation films on the mesoscale is challenging, because common joining methods used in macroscopic systems, such as screws and nuts, are not practical at this scale, and larger assembly errors result in reduced output force.

To overcome these challenges, we turned to the insights gleaned from studying biological muscles across scales. For greater effective area and output force in a limited size, insect muscle, compared with vertebrate counterparts, has a different muscle arrangement (e.g., a higher thick-to-thin filament ratio) (King and Akai, 1982; Resh and Cardé, 2009), and fewer motorneurons. Thus, inspired by insect muscle, we redesigned the spatial pattern for higher spatial efficiency and reduced fabrication difficulties. In the new design, we utilize four phases of linear electrodes but slightly offset two of the phases to another plane to allow for wiring without vias and simultaneously match the number of conductive and insulation layers with previous macroscopic actuator designs, as shown in Figure 4. Without vias, the actuation area scales proportionally to the dimensions of the actuator. This configuration has the added benefit of decreasing the effective electrode pitch for a given space between electrodes in the same plane, and results in a higher maximum actuation force per area (approximately twice) for the same space (corresponding to the same maximum breakdown voltage). In addition, cost reduction is anticipated from the elimination of vias. The fabrication of vias includes steps of drilling, seeding, and electroplating. Typical fabrication materials and facilities are expensive (Keller, 2014; Lau and Chang, 2000); for example, a laser driller can cost more than US$500,000. Each step involves difficulties and possible failures. The reliability of vias is also reduced under mechanical strain, such as when the films are bent. Thus, without vias in the new pattern, fabrication yield is increased and costs are decreased. This resolves the second challenge of mesoscale electrostatic actuator creation, and
Fig. 2. Comparison of dry electrostatic actuators across different scales. The numbers in the square brackets indicate the actuator stroke (normalized by the characteristic length). The italic numbers in the parentheses indicate the following references in order: Chu et al. (1996), Yeh et al. (2002), Tang et al. (1992), Tang et al. (1990), Rodgers et al. (2000), Penskiy and Bergbreiter (2012), Tapuchi and Baimel (2014), Schaler et al. (2018), Niino et al. (1997a), Niino et al. (1997b), Niino et al. (1992), Yamamoto et al. (1998), Yamamoto et al. (2006), Wang and Yamamoto (2013), and Wang and Yamamoto (2017). Note that the data are estimated from figures if they are not reported explicitly. Muscle stress is also displayed as a reference, including beetle flight muscle (Josephson et al., 2000), mouse tibialis anterior (Burkholder et al., 1994; Gonzalez et al., 2000), and human tibialis anterior (Brand et al., 1986; Fukunaga et al., 1992).

Fig. 3. Principle operation for our millimeter-sized electrostatic film actuators. The slider and stator films have identical structures. The electrodes are powered by multi-phase voltages.

Fig. 4. Comparison between the electrode patterns. (A) Structure of the film with three-phase, one-plane electrodes used by existing centimeter-scale electrostatic film actuators, including (1) the cross section of the actuation area and (2) the cross section of the part with vias and bus lines. This design is difficult to manufacture on the mesoscale due to the need for vias. (B) Structure of the film with four-phase, two-plane electrode pattern that is proposed in this work. The cross sections with (1) the electrodes and (2) the bus lines are also represented respectively.
leads into the solution for the third: because all the components are now distributed in 2D layers, the new pattern is more compatible with current high-precision micro/nano-manufacturing process such as laser ablation, photolithography, and soft lithography, and it has more potential to be mass produced by a roll-to-roll process to reduce cost further. To solve the problem of assembly and alignment of multiple layers, inspired by the combination of muscle filaments, we assemble the actuator films by bonding them on their edges, and develop two alignment methods (frame constraint and origami folding) for higher alignment accuracy. Based on these techniques, we devise a series of mesoscale electrode films and actuators, and one of them is shown in Figure 5 (see also Extension 1). Their sizes range from several millimeters to several centimeters. They are flexible because they are thin and composed of low-Young-modulus materials (see Figure 6). They exhibit high force-to-weight ratios (920 N kg\(^{-1}\)) and achieve large velocities (up to 224 mm s\(^{-1}\)), thus attaining muscle-like power-to-weight ratios (61 W kg\(^{-1}\)).

These actuators also possess certain qualitative properties desirable in robotic systems. Position and velocity control are accurate (micrometer level) and easy to implement owing to the fine pitch of the electrodes (tens of micrometers) and the synchronous actuation mechanism, in contrast with common actuation modalities (e.g., SMA and DEA) that cannot accurately control the instantaneous speed and displacement open loop. Based on their hierarchical structure, the actuators are scalable, with customizable properties based on the area or number of electrode layers. As the stator and slider are mechanically decoupled, unlike strain-induced actuators, the stroke can reach as high as 50% and is decoupled from material elasticity. Moreover, the electrodes and insulation layers of the electrostatic film actuators can be made from any conductive and non-conductive material, respectively, and thus there is a broad range of material options. For example, to reduce cost, we can use copper (US$6.9/kg, (Bloomberg, 2020)) for the electrodes and polyimide for insulation. Comparably, previous actuators (e.g., IPMC, SMA, and piezoelectric actuators) usually rely on specific and expensive materials, such as silver (US$780/kg), nitinol (US$180/kg), and lead zirconate titanate (US$131,000/kg) (Americanpiezo, 2020; Bloomberg, 2020; Hanz, 2020).

Based on these advantages, we incorporate our actuators into two mesoscale bioinspired robots, an ultra-thin earthworm robot and a modular endoscopic tool. The earthworm robot demonstrates the capability of completing inspection tasks such as navigating a 5 mm height channel and a 19 mm square tube while carrying an on-board camera. The flexibility of the films allows us to conform the flexible electrostatic artificial muscle to the profile of the distal tip of an endoscope. Although very thin, the surgical tool can complete tissue cutting and penetrating tasks. These demonstrations point to the broad use of this actuator in a wide variety of fields, exploration robots, medical robots, wearable robots, and miniature autonomous systems, with a promising future of achieving ubiquitous use on the millimeter scale.

2. Actuator design

To generate the actuator design, we began by examining the underlying physics. For any electrostatic actuator with a single slider and stator, the driving force is given by

\[
F = \frac{\partial U}{\partial x} = \frac{1}{2} V^T \frac{\partial C}{\partial x} V
\]

where \(U\) is the stored electrical energy, \(C\) is the capacitance matrix (each element represents a capacitance between two different electrodes), \(x\) is the displacement of the slider, and \(V\) is the voltage vector, which contains the voltage applied to each phase of electrodes.
In the simplest case, an actuator only has one electrode in the slider and the stator, respectively. Each electrode is shaped as a plate, and hence (1) reduces to

\[ F = \frac{1}{2} \epsilon AE^2 \]

where \( \epsilon \) is the permittivity of the medium between the slider and stator, \( A \) is the effective electrode area, and \( E \) is the applied electric field. This model assumes that a change in slider position is proportional to a change in the distance between the two electrodes.

The relation shows two important results that are generalizable to more complex stator/slider electrostatic actuators: (1) that force scales with the area (in other words, force per area is scale-invariant), and (2) that the breakdown field of the gap medium bounds the maximum force that can be achieved (ignoring the non-linear effects that occur at gap sizes < 10 \( \mu \)m, i.e., Paschen’s law (Torres and Dhariwal, 1999)). Thus, decreasing the gap thickness will not result in a higher maximum force, though it will decrease the amount of voltage amplification needed to achieve that force.

Again examining Equation (1) and now allowing the single stator and slider electrodes to be of arbitrary geometry, we see that a large change in capacitance with slider position can be achieved if comb geometries are used; when the combs overlap, the capacitance is large, and when the combs are offset, the capacitance is small. Moreover, the change in capacitance with the slider position will be maximized if the distance between adjacent comb tines (i.e., the electrode pitch) is minimized.

The final key observation is that if multiple interwoven comb-shaped electrodes are used in the slider and the stator, continuous motion can be achieved by appropriately phasing the voltages of each electrode. Increasing the number of electrodes increases the smoothness of the resulting motion but also increases the complexity of the required drive electronics. To balance this tradeoff, three electrodes in both the stator and slider are typically used in previous electrostatic film actuators (Niino et al., 1992, 1997a,b; Wang and Yamamoto, 2013, 2017; Yamamoto et al., 1998, 2006), although other patterns such as two phases in the slider and four phases in the stator have also been developed before (Yamashita et al., 2007). In these patterns, all the electrodes are located in a single plane (Figure 4(A)). However, in one plane, only two phases of the electrodes can be directly connected to two bus lines, and the other electrodes can only make electrical connections via vias. Vias are the interconnections between two conductive layers. A typical structure is shown in Figure 4(A). The hole between the pads (the capture pad and target pad) of the two conductive layers can be drilled by mill or laser, and then coated with conductors by electroplating. The hole should be large enough to enable the deposition process (usually larger than 75 \( \mu \)m (Costello et al., 2013; Yen et al., 2012)). The two pads should be larger than the through hole to tolerate fabrication errors during drilling.

Given this understanding of the device physics, two problems with downs-scaling existing designs and achieving a large force output are evident: (1) it becomes increasingly difficult to minimize the electrode pitch as the minimum feature size of typical processes (screen printing, laser ablation, chemical etching, etc.) is reached; and (2) vias are difficult to scale down proportionally due to fabrication difficulties. Because vias do not contribute to force generation but require a finite space, the fraction of the actuator area that contributes to force generation decreases (Figure 7) (e.g., when the width of the via section is 475 \( \mu \)m, the actuation area is reduced by more than 20% of the total area if the actuator film is 2 mm wide and 4 mm long). Moreover, the hole drilling and plating processes for vias are more challenging than the fabrication of electrodes in a conductive layer, and hence the via holes and connection pads are usually much larger than the electrodes and space the manufacturer can make (Holden, 2009; Lau and Chang, 2000; Pfahl et al., 2012). For example, a typical printed circuit board (PCB) manufacturer can produce electrodes with pitches of approximately 50 \( \mu \)m, but their minimum available via holes and pads are 100 and 250 \( \mu \)m, respectively (Lau and Chang, 2000). As each via is surrounded by the electrodes, the space between electrodes should be large enough to leave enough area, but large spaces reduce the actuator force. Furthermore, the fabrication processes of micro vias, including drilling and plating, also increases the cost and decreases the efficiency of actuator fabrication. Plated vias bring more risk of failure to the actuators, because they are susceptible to delamination and electrical disconnection under bending and tension (Birch, 2009).

Our new electrode pattern, consisting of four phases of electrodes in both the slider and the stator, with two of them offset into different planes (Figure 4(B)), overcomes both of the aforementioned challenges of fabrication and scalability. First, by offsetting the electrodes, vias are no longer needed, increasing the useable area for actuation and, therefore, output force, as shown in Figure 7. Without vias, the associated manufacturing steps (drilling and plating holes) are avoided, and the cost decreases significantly.

Second, because the electrodes are split between planes, they can be packed closer together. This implies a smaller available electrode pitch (when the space is the same between electrodes in the same layer), which results in a larger maximum force output per actuation area (Figure 8). Note that while it is tempting to modify the single-plane design by reducing the electrode width to decrease the pitch (while holding the space between electrodes constant), this approach does not increase the output force, as shown in Figure 8. While comparing different patterns, it makes more sense to use the same spacing as a reference, rather than use the same pitch, considering the following two aspects. Actuators with similar electrode spacing will have a similar breakdown strength, which directly determines the maximum output force of the actuator. Moreover, the electrode feature size is directly governed by fabrication
Fig. 7. Comparison of the theoretical actuation area ratio between our design and the previous approach. The length-to-width ratio of the actuator is assumed to be 2:1 and the area for bus lines is neglected. The width of the via area includes the pad diameter and space between electrodes.

limitations. For example, in this work, the smallest space is limited by the effective laser kerf during ablation, while the pitch resolution is decided by the moving stage precision. As shown in Figure 8, when the spacing is smaller than 80 µm, although actuators using the previous patterns generate a stronger force than our design, they do not have sufficient space to include vias (via widths are typically larger than 100 µm (Lau and Chang, 2000). This is why the smallest pitch in previous work was 80 µm (Wang et al., 2012). When the spacing is larger than 80 µm, the actuators designed in this work can generate higher forces. This difference can be further enhanced if considering the effective actuation area caused by the vias. As shown in Figure 8(C), the actuators using the current design can generate twice the force of previous patterns for the same actuator areas.

The pattern of four phases is not the only choice for two plane electrodes, but it is the optimal choice. A detailed comparison and discussion can be found in the next section. As the actuator is driven by the electrostatic field between the electrodes on two films, one array of electrodes can contribute to the driving force on both sides of the film simultaneously, as shown in Figure 1, to increase the spatial efficiency and force/weight ratio of the actuator. Thus, we can stack multiple electrode films to generate a stronger force. The stator/slider films can be bonded on one edge, similar to the connection in insect muscles (Resh and Cardé, 2009) as shown in Figure 1.

3. Models and analyses

3.1. Mathematical model

For a four-phase actuator, we can use symmetry to reduce the full expression for output force (Equation (1)) into a more manageable form. The full voltage vector is given by

$$\mathbf{V} = [V_{st} \sin (2\pi f_{st} t) \quad V_{st} \sin (2\pi f_{st} t + \pi/2)$$
$$V_{sl} \sin (2\pi f_{sl} t + \pi) \quad V_{sl} \sin (2\pi f_{sl} t + 3\pi/2)$$
$$V_{sl} \sin (2\pi f_{sl} t) \quad V_{sl} \sin (2\pi f_{sl} t + \pi/2)$$
$$V_{sl} \sin (2\pi f_{sl} t + \pi) \quad V_{sl} \sin (2\pi f_{sl} t + 3\pi/2)]$$  

Fig. 8. Geometric definitions and the theoretical output force of our design compared with the standard approach. (A) Space and pitches for the pattern of (a) previous actuators (three-phase one-plane electrodes) and (b) the pattern of the actuators in this work (four-phase two-plane electrodes). (B) The theoretical output stress of our design compared with previous approaches, assuming the effective actuation areas are the same. W/S is the electrode width-to-space ratio. (C) The theoretical output force of our design compared with previous approaches, assuming the actuator areas are the same (a is the width of the via area). The voltage amplitude in the calculation is assumed to be 1 kV.
where \( V_{st} \) and \( V_{sl} \) represent the amplitude of the AC voltage on the electrodes in the stator and slider, respectively, and \( f_{st} \) and \( f_{sl} \) are the driving frequencies of the stator and slider, respectively. With no loss of performance, we can supply the same set of four-phase voltages to the two films of the actuator and, hence, we set \( V_{st} = V_{sl} = V \) and \( f_{st} = f_{sl} = f \). We define the excitation phase (\( \phi \)) to be \( \phi = 2\pi f_{st} t = 2\pi f t \).

The elements (\( C_{ij} \)) of the capacitance matrix, which are functions of geometry, material properties, and slider position, are more complex. They can be calculated via finite element analysis (FEA), after which several symmetries can be identified and simplifications made. First, the change of each capacitance element in a single film (e.g., \( C_{12} \) and \( C_{56} \), as shown in Figures 9 and 10) is negligible. Second, elements corresponding to capacitances between electrodes in two different films can be approximated by cosine functions of the slider displacement. Some of these elements are nearly the same (e.g., the amplitude difference between \( C_{17} \) and \( C_{26} \) is 6% in the model described in this work), several elements have similar amplitudes but different phase offsets (e.g., the amplitude difference between \( C_{16} \) and \( C_{18} \) is 10%, and the phase shift is \( \pi \)), and others have the same phase offset but different amplitudes (e.g., the amplitude difference between \( C_{18} \) and \( C_{27} \) is 65%). Recognizing all of these simplifications, the elements (\( C_{ij} \)) can be written as

\[
\begin{align*}
C_{18} &= C_{36} = C_{m0} + C_{m1} \cos \left( \frac{\pi x}{2 p} \right) \\
C_{27} &= C_{45} = C_{m0} + C_{m1} \cos \left( \frac{\pi x}{2 p} + \frac{\pi}{2} \right) \\
C_{17} &= C_{26} = C_{35} = C_{48} = C_{m0} + C_{m1} \cos \left( \frac{\pi x}{2 p} + \frac{\pi}{2} \right) \\
C_{16} &= C_{38} = C_{m0} + C_{m1} \cos \left( \frac{\pi x}{2 p} + \pi \right) \\
C_{25} &= C_{47} = C_{m0} + C_{m1} \cos \left( \frac{\pi x}{2 p} + \pi \right) \\
C_{15} &= C_{28} = C_{37} = C_{46} = C_{m0} + C_{m1} \cos \left( \frac{\pi x}{2 p} + \frac{\pi}{2} \right)
\end{align*}
\]

(4)

where \( p \) is the electrode pitch, \( C_{m0} \), \( C_{m0}' \), and \( C_{m0}' \) are mean values, and \( C_{m1} \), \( C_{m1}' \), and \( C_{m1}' \) are the amplitudes (which can be calculated via Fourier analysis). These values can be found at a discretized set of slider positions and then can be used to calculate the force of the actuator at different positions and excitation phases by Equation (1). As shown in Figure 11, if the payload is smaller than the maximum capacity of the actuator, the actuator can always find a sequence of parameter sets (the positions and excitation phases) to balance the payload and remain synchronous.

The output force can be amplified by stacking more films together. In a stacked actuator, all film-on-film interfaces contribute to electrostatic force generation. If there are \( N \) films in a stacked actuator, and each actuation interface
generates the same force $F_{dr}$, then the total force generated is

$$F_{\text{stack}} = (N - 1)F_{dr}$$  \hfill (5)

Assuming each electrode film has a mass $W$, and the maximum output power of each actuation interface is $P_{\text{max}}$, the total power density is

$$P_{\text{stack}} = \frac{(N - 1)P_{\text{max}}}{NW}$$  \hfill (6)

This implies that the power density is lowest $P_{\text{max}}/(2W)$ when the actuator contains only two films, and this ratio increases and tends to $P_{\text{max}}/W$ as more electrode films are added to the actuator.

As the actuators operate synchronously, their speed is proportional to the driving frequency (Niino et al., 1997a),

$$v = 8pf$$  \hfill (7)

which is verified experimentally. This relation holds regardless of external loading, provided the external load is below the actuator's blocked force. Hence, the actuator's motion can be controlled easily without the addition of displacement/speed sensors

### 3.2. Finite element model

For a given actuator design, the capacitance matrices at different slider positions were derived using FEA, which we conducted using commercially available software (COMSOL Multiphysics 4.4). The slider and stator were bounded by an air-filled box, the walls of which were treated as infinite elements with zero charge to simulate an infinite boundary condition. The air gap between the two films was assumed to be 15 $\mu$m, in accordance with preliminary trials. The thickness and permittivity of each layer are listed in Table 1 according to the materials and fabrication methods used in this work, and a sample image showing the mesh and the modeled electric field is shown in Figure 12. The model was solved by applying a voltage to each electrode in turn and calculating the charge on each other electrode. This gave the capacitance matrix at the initial slider position;

![Fig. 10. Capacitances at different displacements in the FEA model. The results are for the four-phase two-plane design when the pitch is 100 $\mu$m.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Thickness ($\mu$m)</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Relative permittivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cover layer</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Kapton film</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonding layer</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Acrylic adhesive</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrode layer</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Copper</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air gap</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Air</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

then, sweeping through a period of the rotor's motion using a discretized set of positions (we found 17 to be appropriate) the capacitance matrix throughout the slider's trajectory was acquired.

The largest source of error in the model is likely to be some relatively minor fringing effects. Six sets of electrodes were determined to be a suitable number in order to mitigate the effects of in-plane fringing while keeping the model relatively simple. We found that increasing the number of electrode sets to 20 resulted in a relatively minor change (approximately 10%) in the simulation results. Our model does not, however, capture any out-of-plane fringing, as it is a 2D model.

### 3.3. Comparison of different patterns

In this research, we propose to arrange the electrodes in multiple planes and phases to avoid micro-vias, simplify fabrication, and increase the maximum output force. Here we discuss and compare four patterns: three-phase electrodes in one/two planes and four-phase electrodes in one/two planes. Other patterns with more electrodes or planes could be compared based on the calculation methods that follow, but more electrodes require more power supplies for little gain in performance and more electrode planes result in increased fabrication challenges, so we exclude those topologies from the current comparison.

Of the four patterns under consideration, the pattern with three-phase electrodes in two planes can be discarded immediately. Compared with the patterns with electrodes in one plane, one-third of their electrodes are further from the actuation interface, and hence the output force is weaker. Moreover, the space between electrodes in the same plane is equal to the electrode width, while the patterns with four phase electrodes in two planes can use spacing much greater than the electrode width, which implies much easier fabrication.

Now we briefly compare the remaining three patterns: four-phase electrodes in two planes and three or four electrodes in one plane. We consider two key metrics for comparison: actuation area ratio and driving force. First, the film with four-phase electrodes in two planes has an actuation area ratio that is scale-invariant, while for the film with three/four-phase electrodes in one plane (usually utilized in macroscopic electrostatic actuators (Niino et al., 1992,
Fig. 11. The force at different displacement phases and excitation phases in an actuator with four-phase two-plane electrodes. The values on the ridge of the data represent the maximum output force of the actuator at particular positions. We choose the minimum value on the ridge as the maximum output force of the actuator. The voltage amplitude is $V_{0-p}$ and the pitch is 100 $\mu$m.

Fig. 12. The FEA model for the analysis of the electrostatic actuators in this work. (A) Schematic of the model. (B) Field distribution of the model as the slider moves 100 $\mu$m (67 $\mu$m pitch).

1997a,b; Wang and Yamamoto, 2013, 2017; Yamamoto et al., 1998, 2006)) this is not true owing to the vias. To facilitate hole drilling and electroplating, the via hole diameter and the corresponding connecting pads should not be too small, and to avoid electrical breakdown, a minimum gap between connection pads and other electrodes (as shown in Figure 4) should also be maintained. For instance, in a film with three/four-phase electrodes on one plane, as the length of the film becomes tens of centimeters, the actuation area ratio will be nearly 100%, and the area for vias can be neglected. However, if the length of the actuator shrinks to several millimeters, the actuation area will fill approximately 0–50% of the whole film area (see Figure 7). Although the micro-vias can scale down to some extent, the failure ratio and fabrication costs increase. For comparison, the actuation area in a film with four-phase electrodes on two planes will not vary. Therefore, the pattern with four-phase electrodes in two planes is the favorable option with regards to scalability.

To compare the maximum output force for different patterns, we assume that they have the same actuation area and the same space width between electrodes (and, thus, the same breakdown voltage) in the following analyses. The pattern with four-phase two-plane electrodes has two
dimensions that can be referred to as spaces: the space between electrodes in the same plane ($S_a$) and the space between two electrodes in different planes ($S_b$) as shown in Figure 8. Here we need to clarify which is suitable for the comparison to other patterns, and which parameter determines electrical breakdown. In-plane electrodes are more subject to shorting because the space between electrodes in the same plane is closer to the air, and the dielectric strength of air is approximately 1% of the dielectric strength of most polymers (e.g., air 3 kV mm$^{-1}$; polyimide 300 kV mm$^{-1}$) (Diaham et al., 2010; Peek, 1911). Therefore, we can compare the maximum force of the actuators with four-phase two-plane electrodes based on the in-plane space $S_a$.

Given that $S_a$ is half of the pitch, in the pattern with four-phase two-plane electrodes, $S_a$ can be 3/2 times of the pitch, whereas the patterns with three/four electrodes in a single plane have $S_a$ equal to half of the pitch. This means that, if the spacing is the same, the pitch of the actuator with four-phase two-plane electrodes is only one-third of that of the actuators with one-plane electrode patterns. Hence with the same spacing (i.e., the same breakdown voltage), the two-plane pattern can achieve a higher density of electrodes. Therefore, the actuator with four phase electrodes in two planes can yield a stronger maximum force, as shown in Figure 8, unless its pitch is too small. There is an optimality of the spacing in this case: when the space is 100 $\mu$m (pitch 66.6 $\mu$m), the output force is maximum. Once the spacing is smaller than this value, the output force will plummet, because the electrodes are too close so that they interfere with each other. Therefore, we designed the pitch of the actuator to be 66.6 $\mu$m.

### 3.4. Effects of fabrication and assembly errors

During fabrication and assembly, errors are inevitable. This section aims to clarify how manufacturing and assembly errors affect the output force, along with possible mitigating solutions. In this work, we mainly assess the effects of two dominant errors: (A) the misalignment between electrode planes inside a film; and (B) the misalignment between stator films (or slider films), as shown in Figure 13. For simplicity, in the computation of the following cases, the pitch of electrodes is 100 $\mu$m, and the other parameters are listed in Table 1.

#### 3.4.1. Misalignment of electrodes in the same film

In a single-electrode film, there are two planes of electrodes. The alignment error inside a plane is due to the electrode fabrication process (e.g., laser ablation in this work), which is usually negligibly small (less than several micrometers), whereas the misalignment of the electrodes between the two planes is larger due to the manual assembly process. Here we assume the electrode offsets between planes in the slider and stator are $\Delta x'$ and $\Delta x''$, respectively, as shown in Figure 13. Then the elements of the capacitance matrix are given by

$$
C_{ij}^* = \begin{cases} 
C_{18} = C_{36} = C_{18}(x) \\
C_{27} = C_{45} = C_{27}(x + \Delta x' - \Delta x'') \\
C_{17} = C_{35} = C_{17}(x + \Delta x') \\
C_{26} = C_{48} = C_{26}(x - \Delta x'') \\
C_{16} = C_{38} = C_{16}(x) \\
C_{25} = C_{47} = C_{25}(x + \Delta x' - \Delta x'') \\
C_{15} = C_{37} = C_{15}(x + \Delta x') \\
C_{28} = C_{46} = C_{28}(x - \Delta x'') 
\end{cases} \tag{8}
$$

If we assume that the amplitudes $C_{m1}$, $C_{n1}$, and $C_{m1}$ do not change as the electrode offsets, their values can be computed from the same finite element model mentioned in Section 2.2. Based on Equations (1) and (8), we can calculate the output force of actuators for different offsets, and the results are shown in Figure 14. When the electrode plane offsets in either the stator or slider, the force decreases, and if the offsets in the slider or stator are approximately two-thirds of the electrode width, the output force drops by 10% of the initial value. Hence, for maximum output force, the assembly of the electrode planes in the same film should be careful to guarantee the offsets are smaller than two-thirds of the electrode width. In this work, we employ alignment holes and pins to precisely align the electrodes in different planes, as explained in the next section.

#### 3.4.2. Misalignment of electrodes in different films

In a stacked actuator, the films are piled upon each other. If there is misalignment between the stator films (or slider films), as shown in Figure 13(B), the actuation interfaces cannot interfere with each other. Therefore, we designed the pitch of the actuator containing $n$ films can be described by

$$
F = \sum_{j=1}^{n-1} F_i - F_j \tag{9}
$$
where $F_i$ is the force of the $i$th sub-actuator in the stacked layers, and $F_f$ is the net friction force. The force of each sub-actuator can be expressed by

$$
F_i = \begin{cases} 
F \left( x + \Delta x_{sli} + \frac{\Delta x_{sti}}{2} \right) & \text{if } i \text{ is odd} \\
F \left( x + \Delta x_{sli} \frac{\Delta x_{sti}}{2} \right) & \text{if } i \text{ is even}
\end{cases}
$$

(10)

where $\Delta x_{sl}$ and $\Delta x_{st}$ are the offsets of $i$th slider and stator, respectively. As the first stator and slider are the position reference, we need to satisfy $\Delta x_{sl1} = \Delta x_{st1} = 0$. Here, for simplicity, we analyze an actuator consisting of three stacked films (two actuation interfaces). The normalized force is shown in Figure 15. When the offset of the third film is close to two pitch lengths, the output force becomes zero, and the peak force appears when the offset is approximately four times the pitch. To guarantee the force is at least 90% of the maximum value, one should make the offset less than $0.6 \times$ the pitch. In this work, we developed two methods to eliminate the offset, and the details can be found in the next section.

The net friction force of the actuator can be expressed by the following equations:

$$
F_f = \begin{cases} 
\mu_1 \frac{(n-1)n}{2} m_0 g & \text{horizontally arranged} \\
\mu_2 n m_0 g & \text{vertically arranged}
\end{cases}
$$

(11)

where $\mu_1$ and $\mu_2$ are the coefficients of the friction on the interfaces, $m_0$ is the mass of an electrode film, and $g$ is the gravitational constant. Note that $n \geq 2$. The horizontal and vertical arrangements are depicted schematically in Figure 16.

According to this equation (assuming $\mu_1 = \mu_2$), when $n=2$, the friction force for horizontal arrangement is smaller than that for vertical arrangement; when $n=3$, the friction forces are the same for the two arrangements. When $n>3$, the friction force for the horizontal arrangement becomes greater than that for the vertical arrangement. When $n$ is small, the influence of friction can be neglected because the electrode films are low mass. For example, in our case, in Actuator 7, four films result in a friction force of only 0.14 mN, considerably smaller than the driving force (85 mN at 500 V). According to the above equation, $F_f$ is proportional to $n$ for the vertical arrangement, and to the square of $n$ for the horizontal arrangement. This means the actuation force is always larger than the friction force for the vertical arrangement.

Fig. 14. The maximum output force of actuators with misaligned electrodes in different planes. The slider film offset is normalized by the space between the neighboring electrodes on two planes. The force is normalized by the maximum value.

Fig. 15. The maximum output force of actuators with misalignment between films in a mesoscale electrostatic film actuator. The slider film offset is normalized by four pitches. The force is normalized by the maximum value.

Fig. 16. Two film arrangement forms for electrostatic film actuators. (A) Horizontal arrangement. (B) Vertical arrangement.
arrangement. Conversely, for the horizontal arrangement, the friction force can be greater than the net friction force when $n$ is very large. For instance, in the actuator composed of Film A (the coefficient of friction is assumed to be 0.1), only when the films are more than 2,669 layers does the friction force become stronger than the actuation force. When $n$ is so large, the films can be vertically arranged. The area of the electrode films influences the actuation force and friction force simultaneously at the same rate and, hence, the net driving force is proportional to the area. In the discussion given previously, the friction force is only considered to be generated by gravity. In practice, however, many other aspects induce friction. For example, the pre-stress between the films owing to the deformation of the films can be another possible contribution to the normal force.

4. Fabrication and assembly

4.1. Fabrication of the electrode films

An overview of our fabrication process, which is derived from printed circuit microelectromechanical system (MEMS) techniques (Whitney et al., 2011), is shown in Figure 17. First, a piece of thin copper foil (5 $\mu$m; MicroThin, Mitsui Kinzoku) is bonded to a glass slide using a double-sided adhesive pad (WF film 0, Gel-Pak) and a single-sided adhesive pad (WF film 8, Gel-Pak). The electrode pattern in the copper is then ablated by a 355-nm DPSS laser micromachining system (Oxford Lasers E Series). The single-sided adhesive pad is used to avoid warping the copper electrode as it is heated by the laser. To ensure accurate ablating of the electrodes, we use a single pass at 10 mm s$^{-1}$ and 0.52 W laser power. After ablating the electrodes, we remove the unwanted copper and peel off the single-side adhesive pad. By repeating these two steps, we can create an additional layer of electrodes. These two layers of electrodes are then bonded together by two pieces of heat-curable acrylic adhesive film (13 $\mu$m, FR1500 Pyralux) and a 7.5 $\mu$m thick polyimide film (Kapton) using a heat press (200°C, 1.33 MPa, 2 hours). To achieve accurate alignment between layers, we place dowel pins in precision-machined holes in a custom fixture, using fiducial holes laser-machined into the film layers. To guarantee uniform pressure during curing, we stack four pieces of rectangular supporting sheets on both the top and bottom sides: a Teflon film (0.5 mm), a compressible paper pad (0.6 mm), stainless steel foil (0.1 mm), and a hard rubber sheet (0.8 mm) (in order from the inner to the outer surfaces). After the acrylic adhesive is cured, the adhesive pads of the two sides are peeled off. Lastly, another acrylic adhesive film (13 $\mu$m) and polyimide film (7.5 $\mu$m) are bonded on the exposed electrodes on both sides. In this step, the pressure is much higher than before, because the adhesive material needs to be squeezed into the spaces between the electrodes. Based on our experiments, for electrodes with a pitch of 200 $\mu$m, the pressure should be approximately 2.22 MPa, and for 67 $\mu$m pitch electrodes, the pressure should be approximately 2.96 MPa. The pressure should be held for 3 hours at a temperature of 200°C. If the pressure is too low or the curing period is too short, the spaces between electrodes might trap air, and the trapped air is susceptible to electrical breakdown at a lower voltage owing to the low dielectric strength of air.

4.2. Assembly of electrode films and incorporation into actuators

To generate stronger forces, multiple stators and sliders can be stacked. There are two concerns during the stacking process: (1) that the electrodes in different films should be parallel between the stator and slider and should overlap in the same stator/slider; and (2) that the gap between two stacked films should be controlled precisely. If the gap is too small, the friction force between films will be high, whereas a large gap creates a larger distance between electrodes and a diminished driving force.

We developed two methods to overcome these challenges. Our first method is to array the two parts of the actuation area on the same film and fold the whole film to overlap the two actuation areas, as shown in Figure 18. This method can accurately maintain the alignment of the electrodes but does not ensure the thickness of the gap because the actuation section is likely to be curved due to the bending force on the folding edge. Hence, this method is not appropriate for stacking electrode films consisting of more than two sliders/stators. The other method is to use bonding layers to fix the edge of two identical films to make a stator/slider, as shown in Figure 18. In this method, the relative position can be ensured by a frame, and the gap thickness is maintained by carefully selecting the thickness of the bonding layers. These two stacking methods are both utilized in this work.

5. Actuator characterization

To demonstrate the merits of this new design, we fabricated a series of actuators, as shown in Figures 5 and 19, and Tables 2 and 3. These actuators have pitches of 200 $\mu$m or 67 $\mu$m. The 67 $\mu$m pitch actuators correspond to the modeled optimal spacing of 100 $\mu$m, as shown in Figure 8. Owing to their stator/slider topology, they can achieve $\sim$50% normalized stroke, which is significantly higher than existing microscale and mesoscale electrostatic actuators; moreover, because of their smaller electrode pitch, they can achieve a higher force per area than centimeter-sized actuators that have a similar air gap between the slider and stator (Figure 2).

5.1. Output force

The actuator driving force was measured and compared with the predicted performance, and the results are shown
The expected quadratic dependence of force on voltage is seen, and the model is verified by the measurements. The coefficients in the estimation are consistent with those listed in Table 1. As estimated in Figure 8, the actuator with smaller spacing generates a stronger force than the actuator with larger spacing. The maximum force generated by a single stator and slider was 15 mN (Actuator 2), and for a stacked actuator was 34 mN (Actuator 6). The estimated value is consistent with these test results. Note that the discrepancy between the modeled and measured output force of the stacked actuators is larger than that of the actuator with only two films. This phenomenon is likely due to uncertainty in the air gap size, as well as misalignment between the films. The output force can be increased further by increasing the effective area. Using longer electrode films than with Actuator 6, a stacked actuator (Actuator 7) can generate a higher maximum force of 85 mN. The force per actuation area of these actuators is 237 N m$^{-2}$,
more than three times stronger than the previous macroscopic electrostatic film actuators under similar conditions (approximately 78 N m$^{-2}$ in (Wang and Yamamoto, 2013)), as shown in Figure 2.

The driving force as a function of slider speed is shown in Figure 21. Experiments indicate that when the speed is low, the output force is nearly constant, but once the speed exceeds a certain value, the output force starts to fall off linearly to zero. The roll-off in the driving force is likely due to the combined effect of the electrodynamics and a variable coefficient of friction.

5.2. Scalability

To push the performance of small-scale robots, scalable actuators are essential. Based on a hierarchical structure
similar to muscle, the actuators in this work can be easily reorganized and scaled up to satisfy requirements on a large range of output force and sizes. As shown in Figures 22 and 23, the driving force is linearly proportional to the actuation area and the number of stacked actuation interfaces. Thus, we can fabricate actuators with a large range of sizes (as small as 2.2 mm × 5.2 mm in this work), as shown in Figure 6.

5.3. Displacement and velocity

The mesoscale electrostatic film actuators operate synchronously, and hence they move at a constant speed if the driving frequency is fixed, as shown in Figure 24. The achievable stroke is quite large: 15 mm for the chosen geometries. The initial actuator length is 28 mm for Actuators 2–8 (except Actuator 4), which implies a normalized stroke of 54%, far superior to existing mesoscale electrostatic actuators (Figure 2). Note that if the stator is much shorter than the slider, the normalized stroke will approach 100%.

Fig. 20. Output force of different electrostatic film actuators at a driving frequency of 20 Hz. At each condition, there are at least three tests.

Fig. 21. Output force of the same electrostatic film actuator (Actuator 6) at different speeds. The dashed lines are cubic polynomial fits of the output power at different voltages respectively based on least-squares method. The dots represent the experimental data. At each condition, there are at least three tests.

Fig. 22. The variance of output force with respect to the driving voltage. The dots represent the experimental data. At each condition, there are at least three tests. The dashed lines are linear fits of the output force at different voltages, respectively, based on the least-squares method.

Fig. 23. The variance of output force with respect to the number of stacked actuation interfaces. The dots represent the experimental data. At each condition, there are at least three tests. The dashed lines are linear fits of the output force at different voltages, respectively, based on the least-squares method.

Fig. 24. Displacement of the mesoscale electrostatic film actuator with a pitch of 67 μm (Actuator 2).
Experimental results in Figure 25 show that, as expected (Equation (5)), speed is proportional to driving frequency. The maximum speeds for Actuator 2 and 3 are 161 mm s\(^{-1}\) (300 Hz excitation frequency, 67 \(\mu\)m pitch) and 224 mm s\(^{-1}\) (140 Hz excitation frequency, 200 \(\mu\)m pitch), respectively. The displacement can be estimated via time-domain integration; a demonstration of open-loop position control of the actuator is shown as Figure 26 (see also Extension 2). The actuator (Actuator 8) attached to a fingernail (for scale) is composed of a long electrode film (the slider) and a folded short electrode film (the stator). When the order of the four phases of the AC supply voltages (400 V\(_{0-p}\), 5 Hz) is reversed after every 3 s, the slider reciprocates with a stroke of 8 mm as shown in Figure 26(B). This demonstration shows that a cyclic motion of the actuator, the basis for simple position control tasks, can be easily implemented.

5.4. Output power

The output power can be calculated by taking the product of output forces (mean values of the data at the same operating condition) and the corresponding speed (achieved from the driving frequency by Equation (5)). Both the speed and force contribute to the increase in power output (see the output power of Actuator 1 shown in Figure 27 as an example). Although the force begins to decline for speeds greater than 40 mm s\(^{-1}\), the power continues to grow since the increasing speed is more dominant. Therefore, the optimal speed for the maximum power is greater than that for the maximum force. The power curves are nearly parabolic with peak values of 2.2 mW when the drive signal is 500 V\(_{0-p}\).

As the actuator weighs 52 mg, the maximum power density is 42 W kg\(^{-1}\). This ratio can be increased by stacking more electrode films. For example, Actuator 7, which is formed from four stacked films, has a peak power density of 61 W kg\(^{-1}\), comparable to conventional electromagnets (50–100 W kg\(^{-1}\), including gear reducer, at rated power) (Kingsley et al., 2006) and in the range of mammalian skeletal muscle (50 W kg\(^{-1}\) typically and 284 W kg\(^{-1}\) maximum) (Kingsley et al., 2006; Madden et al., 2004).

6. Demonstration of miniature robots integrating mesoscale electrostatic film actuators

With a view toward using these actuators in a wide range of millimeter-scale systems, we present two prototype mesoscale devices with different uses. In both demonstrations, we use Actuator 7. This actuator is thin (0.3 mm) and lightweight (92 mg), can exert a large force (85 mN at 500 V\(_{0-p}\), 20 Hz), and can achieve a peak output power...
The asymmetry supporting force of a needle foot. (A) Forces on the foot as the actuation force pushes the foot back. (B) Forces on the foot as the actuator pulls the foot forward.

The earthworm robot’s principle of locomotion. The foot is marked in red when it is planted on the ground owing to directional friction.

6.1. A miniature earthworm robot

At present, no locomotion method on the mesoscale has achieved the ubiquity of wheeled systems driven by electromagnetic motors on the macroscale. Not only do electromagnetic motors scale poorly to millimeter scales, but efficient transmission systems (consisting of bearings, shafts, and gears) are challenging to fabricate at the millimeter scale. Furthermore, wheeled systems are ill-suited to mesoscale applications, which typically involve cluttered and difficult to navigate environments: search and rescue, pipe inspection, machine maintenance, and so on. To overcome these challenges, researchers have devised systems that use more bioinspired methods of generating motion (Iida and Ijspeert, 2016). One such class of devices are earthworm robots, which move along a surface by sequentially expanding and shrinking their body.

In this work, we devise a bioinspired earthworm robot by imitating the functional longitudinal muscle and setae of earthworms using an electrostatic linear actuator and needles, respectively (see Figure 28). The structure of our earthworm robot is simple: two feet are attached by double-sided tape to both the anterior and posterior edges of the actuator. Each foot is constructed from a rectangular stainless-steel plate (5 mm wide and 7 mm long) and two bent needles (0.4 mm in diameter). The spine feet are inspired by the setae of earthworms. Owing to the angle of spines, the friction force is asymmetric in the forward and reverse directions (Figure 29). The actuator expands and shrinks, like the longitudinal muscles of earthworms. This leads to the simple principle of operation shown in Figure 30 and the stick-slip motion as shown in Figure 31 (see also Extension 3).

Our actuator enables the creation of an earthworm robot with both lower profile and a higher strength-to-weight ratio than existing solutions that use electromagnetic motors, SMAs, and DEAs ((Choi et al., 2002; Duduta et al., 2016; Koh and Cho, 2009; Lee et al., 2015; Lee and Kim, 2008; Lim et al., 2007; Lu et al., 2009; Shian et al., 2015) as listed in Table 4). Piezoelectric polymers (e.g., PVDF) can enable a faster running speed (Wu et al., 2019), but the robot height is greater during movement, and the thrust force is lower than the electrostatic film actuator designed in this work, because its movement depends on bending instead of linear extension. Because of the compact profile (2 mm tall by 7 mm wide) of the electrostatic film actuator, it was able to complete a sample machine inspection task while carrying a small chip-tip camera (Naneye, Awaiwa). The task consisted of navigating a 5 mm gap and walking through a wire-filled 19 mm square tube (Figure 32 and Extension 4) to simulate the inspection of an engine. Moreover, because the actuator is composed of compliant parts, it can recover after a deformation caused by an impact. To show the robustness of the actuator to large external forces, we had an adult (weight of 70 kg) step three times on the robot, and we tested the robot between each step. After each step, the robot operated successfully, as shown in Figure 33 (see also Extension 5).

Beyond the simplicity in design and construction, the robot is easy to control. As shown in Figure 31 (data tracked from Extension 3), when the actuator is driven at 10 Hz, and the slider direction is altered every 2 s, the two feet move forward one by one. Although some foot slippage occurs, the relative speed of the slider and stator is constant: 5.2 mm s\(^{-1}\) (compared with 5.4 mm s\(^{-1}\) as modeled). The average speed of the robot is 1.84 mm s\(^{-1}\) (compared with 2.7 mm s\(^{-1}\) with no slippage). As the driving frequency increases, the speed of the actuator, and thus the robot, increases. As
shown in Figure 31(B), at 150 Hz, the robot can move at 26.3 mm s\(^{-1}\) (40 mm s\(^{-1}\) based on the model, but reduced in practice due to slippage). The slippage occurs since friction cannot stop the moving feet instantaneously. When the robot starts to expand (from locomotion phase 2 to phase 1 as shown in Figure 30), the back feet are expected to stop moving and root at the ground. The feet require a non-zero distance to decelerate. According to Newton’s law, larger initial speed results in a longer deceleration distance. In our test, at 150 Hz, the slippage distance of the back feet is 1.6 mm on average, whereas it is only 0.2 mm at 50 Hz. Interestingly, the front feet exhibit a much shorter slippage distance (e.g., 0.07 mm for 50 Hz). This is because during movement, gravity acting on the robot body can cause bending as shown in Figure 34. This bending causes a small tilt angle on the actuation force, which is horizontal initially. The tilted actuating force has an upward component on the back feet and a downward component on the front feet. Consequently, it can reduce the friction force on the back feet and increase the friction force on the front feet, causing the back feet to slip for a longer distance. Similarly, the surface roughness also influences the friction force. In our tests, the robot can barely move on a smooth surface (e.g., 2500 grit sandpaper) owing to substantial slippage. For the future, slippage could be mitigated through modifying the foot geometry by incorporating arrays of sharper needles and/or compliant joints (Asbeck et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2015). Another promising alternative is the use of electroadhesive feet, which can enable climbing on a smooth surface, and even a wall or ceiling (Graule et al., 2016; Wang and Yamamoto, 2017).

In the experiments conducted in this study, the robot was tethered to external voltage amplifiers. However, the robot’s high strength-to-weight ratio (369 N kg\(^{-1}\)) indicates that it could support a battery, control circuitry, and inspection devices for future autonomous applications using the techniques described in Karpelson et al. (2012). The power consumption is approximately 16 mW, because the current is only 20 \(\mu\)A at its maximum when the voltage is 400 V, as shown in Figure 35. The robot can move for approximately 1 hour and 51 minutes with a miniature battery (GM300910, the smallest known available battery, PowerStream, 8 mAh, 330 mg) (Baisch et al., 2011). Therefore, the cost of transportation is 1.32, calculated by \(P/mg\) (where \(P\) is the power, \(m\) is the robot mass, and \(v\) is the speed). The power consumption and the cost of transportation can be higher if the robot is untethered and more power electronics and control circuits are embedded into its body in the future.

In summary, compared with previous miniature robots driven by different actuators (as listed in Table 3), the earthworm robot presented in this paper has a much smaller cross section (capable of moving through a narrower hole or gap), higher speed, lower mass, and high output force per weight. Owing to the linearity between speed and driving frequency of the actuators, motion control is simple and accurate. Owing to the inherent compliance, the robot is more robust to dramatic disturbances, such as being crushed. This brings the robot closer to natural earthworms, compared with previous rigid miniature robots (Wu et al., 2019). Compared with previous miniature robots that are made of large-scale electrostatic film actuators (Wang and Yamamoto, 2017; Wang et al., 2012), the earthworm robot in this work is much smaller owing to the small size of the driving actuators. Thus, the miniature earthworm robot is much more agile and can navigate a narrow pipe, hole, or crevice.

### 6.2. Intestinal smooth-muscle-inspired actuation for a compact endoscopic surgical tool

Surgical robots require compact actuators for free movement inside confined body cavities. This is particularly relevant in minimally invasive surgical procedures, where flexible instruments are used to reach the surgical target through small incisions or through the natural orifices of the patient’s body. Flexible instruments such as endoscopes enable minimally invasive navigation through body cavities (e.g., the gastrointestinal tract). However, their flexibility reduces the achievable dexterity and forces at the tip of the instrument, thus limiting the therapeutic capabilities of current flexible instrumentation. Solutions based on cable-driven mechanisms are currently popular in surgical robotics to actuate manipulation tools at the tip of flexible endoscopic platforms. Nevertheless, their intrinsic
Fig. 32. Image sequence of the earthworm robot traveling through a narrow gap and then a square tube, carrying a chip-tip camera (the camera view is also shown in the inset, see Extension 4).

Fig. 33. Locomotion of the earthworm robot before and after being stepped on by an adult (70 kg). See Extension 5.

Table 4. Comparison of miniature earthworm-inspired robots driven by different actuators.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actuation technique</th>
<th>Robot height $^a$ (mm)</th>
<th>Speed (mm s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Weight (g)</th>
<th>Force per weight (N kg$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electromagnetic Oscillatory actuator (Lee et al., 2015)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electromagnetic motor (Lu et al., 2009)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>14$^c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEA (Duduta et al., 2016)</td>
<td>10$^b$</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEA (Shian et al., 2015)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEA (Choi et al., 2002)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>1.6$^c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMA (Lee and Kim, 2008)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>13.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMA (Koh and Cho, 2009)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piezoelectric actuator (Wu et al., 2019)</td>
<td>4.2$^b$</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>60$^d$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pneumatic actuator (Lim et al., 2007)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>48.7</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrostatic film actuator (this work)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>369$^c$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$The data are estimated from figures if not reported.

$^b$This value is the maximum height during movement.

$^c$The force is measured when the robot is suspended in air.

$^d$The thrust force per weight is estimated from the payload. The coefficient of friction is assumed to be 0.1.
backlash, low accuracy, and unpredictable failure are bottlenecks to efficient and safe surgical manipulation (Vitiello et al., 2013; Yeung and Gourlay, 2012). SMAs may be another possible solution, but their nonlinearity and hysteresis effects limit their applications (Gafford et al., 2016).

In addition, the high temperature generated during actuation may damage the surrounding tissue (Gafford et al., 2017). Recently, a new concept for a hybrid soft/rigid robot mounted to the distal end of conventional endoscopes has been proposed for manipulating endoluminal tissues, but the use of fluidic actuation limits the achievable bandwidth (Becker et al., 2017; Russo et al., 2017).

Millimeter-size electrostatic actuators can be used to generate actuation forces at the tip of an endoscope in a similar way to intestinal smooth muscle, which propels food by contraction and relaxation but takes little space on the intestine, as shown in Figure 36. Our low-profile and compliant actuator can mimic longitudinal smooth muscle by conforming to the exterior of the endoscope with little impact on the maneuverability of the tool, as shown in Figure 37, and its large displacement allows its extensive applications in a variety of contexts. The device’s height, displacement resolution, and speed are all superior to previous similar endoscopic add-on tools driven by other on-board actuators, as listed in Table 5. Currently the driving force is designed to be 85 mN, which, although weaker than previous devices, is adequate for cutting and penetration, as shown in Figure 38. It can also be applied to scenarios requiring small forces such as medical inspection (Park et al., 2019). The force can be increased by simply stacking more films and/or increasing the actuation area due to the inherent scalability of the actuator as mentioned in the previous section. A single electrostatic film actuator can be used to drive blades, needles, or forceps in surgical interventions, or multiple actuators could be placed in parallel around a tool to perform coordinated tasks, such as driving a platform containing a camera or other tools (e.g., as a robotic wrist). Here, we demonstrate the cutting and penetration of tissue, using our actuator to drive a blade and needle, respectively. As shown in Figure 38 and Extensions 6 and 7, actuation at the tip of surgical instruments is advantageous for tasks ranging from tissue visualization and resection to suturing or biopsy collection. The actuator can drive either a blade or needle to cut through a piece of chicken breast (approximately 3 mm thick) that is stretched. The speed of the actuator reaches $53.3 \text{ mm s}^{-1}$ (100 Hz), which is much faster than common needle insertion speeds ($1–10 \text{ mm s}^{-1}$) (DiMaio and Salcudean, 2003), because the actuator directly drives the tools (in contrast to previous cable-driven endoscopic tools which transmit motion through via long path to the distal end from an external motor). Moreover, the average cutting or penetrating speed can be further increased by using a higher driving frequency and/or a shorter stroke. In this experiment, the blade or needle was intentionally actuated to move forward and backward repeatedly. When it was blocked by the tissue, the actuator vibrated automatically with a small stroke, and through the accumulation of these small motions, the tissue was penetrated successfully. In our experiments, a rectangular stainless steel plate was attached with double-sided tape to the slider of the actuator, upon which a blade or needle was affixed via cyanoacrylate glue (Figure 37). The thickness of the blade was 0.08 mm. The needle was 0.4 mm in diameter.

This simple proof-of-concept demonstration illustrates the potential of the actuator to assist with real surgical...
Fig. 36. Comparison of (A) smooth muscle and (B) a thin electrostatic film actuator that conforms and attaches to an endoscope.

Fig. 37. A low-profile surgical cutting tool based on the electrostatic film actuator. (A) Illustration of a potential application. (B) Photo of the thin and flexible electrostatic film actuator that is bent and mounted on an endoscope to drive a blade. (C) Side view illustration of the low-profile surgical cutting tool.

Fig. 38. Demonstration of the cutting/penetrating performance of the low-profile surgical tool based on electrostatic film actuators. (A) Video sequence of cutting a piece of chicken breast (approximately 3 mm thick) with a blade driven by the actuator (see Extension 6). (B) Video sequence of penetrating a piece of chicken breast with a needle (0.4 mm in diameter) driven by the actuator (see Extension 7). Scale bar, 10 mm. The blue 3D-printed ring part represents the distal end of an endoscope.

scenarios: the tissue-cutting task simulates the removal of early stage cancers in the gastrointestinal tract with flexible endoscopes; similarly, the needle-injection task simulates either biopsy collection or injection of saline solution in the submucosa layer of the gastrointestinal tract. The latter is typically performed to elevate the mucosa layer during endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD) procedures (Maple et al., 2015). In terms of integration, the low-profile actuator can be bent and attached on top of an endoscope (Olympus CF-100L), as shown in Figure 37 (all
The components should be covered by an overtube for safety while navigating to the destination. This actuator does not occupy the endoscope working channel, allowing cooperation during surgery with another tool coming out from the working channel and avoiding time wasted on changing tools in the channel (which is quite common in practice).

One of the primary concerns regarding the practical application of mesoscale electrostatic film actuators, particularly in surgical interventions, is the high operating voltage (in our case, up to 500 V). Although this is an understandable concern, we believe that the safety challenges posed by high-voltage operation can ultimately be surmounted. First, all the surfaces of the actuator are covered by a dielectric material (Polyimide, Kapton, with a 146 kV mm$^{-1}$ breakdown strength). Second, other surgical tools have successfully used voltages as high as those used here (Allen et al., 2008; Palanker et al., 2008). For example, electrosurgery applies voltage up to 4,000 V (Suchanek et al., 2016), much higher than the voltage levels used in this work. Lastly, electric current, instead of voltage, poses the primary danger to patients. In our case, the current is much smaller ($\sim 10$–100 $\mu$A) than the threshold for human perceptibility of 1 mA (Fish and Geddes, 2009). Thus, there is a sufficient safety margin for practical applications. For example, we could set the current limits of the voltage amplifier to be several milliamperes, within the range of safe currents for the human body. Fused drive circuitry could add an additional layer of safety. We conducted a preliminary experiment, scratching off part of the insulation cover layer of the actuator, to verify the ability of our actuators to trigger the current or power limit of the voltage amplifiers used to drive the actuators. As shown in Figure 39, in our test, after the short circuit takes place, the current soars to more than 20 mA from less than 1 mA, and the voltage drops to approximately 40 V from 400 V, owing to the power limitation of the power supplier. We can further set the current to a lower threshold to assure higher safety if required in the future. Moreover, we can connect a shunt resistor in the circuit to

---

**Table 5. Comparison of add-on endoscopic surgical tools driven by different on-board actuators.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actuation technique</th>
<th>Thickness (mm)</th>
<th>Displacement (mm)</th>
<th>Max. speed (mm s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Blocking force (N)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SMA (Gafford et al., 2017)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydraulic actuator (Russo et al., 2017)</td>
<td>1.8 (not inflated)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrostatic film actuator (this work)</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>0.085</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 39.** The influences of a short circuit on the electrical performance of the electrostatic film actuator. (A) The voltage and current on one of the electrode phases before and after a short circuit occurs when no shunt resistor is connected. The current is limited by the amplifier. (B) The voltage and current after the short circuit when a shunt resistor (2 M$\Omega$) is connected.
limit the short circuit current. For instance, with a 2 MΩ resistor, the current can be only 0.2 mA at maximum after a short circuit occurs, much lower than the perceptible value of 1 mA.

7. Summary and discussion

Here, inspired by the hierarchical structure of the insect muscle, we have developed and characterized a series of low-profile, large-stroke, lightweight, and flexible mesoscale electrostatic film actuators and applied them to miniature robots. A key contribution is the design, manufacturing, and analyses of the new topology (four-phase two-plane pattern) that allows for easier fabrication and higher performance of electrostatic actuators on the mesoscale. We have fabricated a series of these electrostatic film actuators in different sizes via laser micromachining and precision multi-material lamination. Different experiments show that the actuators can produce forces up to 85 mN and achieve velocities up to 224 mm s$^{-1}$. The achievable stroke is 15 mm, which corresponds to 50% elongation with respect to the initial actuator length. The displacement and speed of the actuators can be accurately controlled open-loop owing to the linear relationship between speed and driving frequency (quasi-statically).

Here we have demonstrated two applications. First, we have constructed a low-profile miniature robot, inspired by the earthworm, that moves on a level surface and navigates in a narrow gap and, second, we have demonstrated a compact surgical tool that can resect or penetrate tissue with a blade or needle driven by the actuator when mounted an endoscope via imitating the compact and compliant smooth muscle of the intestines.

This paper presents electrostatic actuators for millimeter-scale robots to fill a gap between microscopic and macroscopic electrostatic actuators. Distinguished from other actuators, the present actuators consist of a hierarchical structure including microscale electrodes, electrode arrays, and millimeter stacked layers. Owing to this special structure, the actuators are highly adjustable, more like the nature muscle. For example, the actuator can be reorganized by simply connecting more areas or stacking more electrodes films to tune properties such as stroke, weight, volume, output force, and power for different robots. The actuation principle, models, and fabrication procedure are not limited to the linear actuators described here, but can be extended to a large family of mesoscale electrostatic film actuators with disparate shapes and output motions, including rotary and bending actuators. The insect-muscle-inspired new topology proposed here can also benefit large actuators (tens of centimeters), which is superior to conventional patterns with respect to ease of fabrication and the maximum output force.
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Appendix A. Index to multimedia extensions

Archives of IJRR multimedia extensions published prior to 2014 can be found at http://www.ijrr.org, after 2014 all videos are available on the IJRR YouTube channel at http://www.youtube.com/user/ijrrmultimedia

Table of Multimedia Extensions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extension</th>
<th>Media type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Video</td>
<td>Performance of the smallest electrostatic film actuator developed in this work. The size of the actuator is 2.2 mm × 5.3 mm × 72 μm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Video</td>
<td>Cyclic movement of a mesoscale electrostatic film actuator. The velocity and displacement are controlled open-loop.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Video</td>
<td>Movement of the miniature earthworm robot integrating electrostatic film actuators driven at 10 and 150 Hz.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
### Cont. Table of Multimedia Extensions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extension</th>
<th>Media type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Video</td>
<td>The miniature earthworm robot is completing a simulated inspection task in a cluttered environment. It moves through a narrow gap and tube, while carrying a small camera.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Video</td>
<td>Robustness test with the miniature earthworm robot. The robot is stepped on by an adult and its performance before and after the impact is shown.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Video</td>
<td>Simulation of surgical cutting using the intestinal smooth-muscle-inspired low-profile surgical tool to drive a blade. Human tissue is emulated using a chicken breast. The endoscope is represented by a blue ring.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Video</td>
<td>Simulation of a biopsy using the intestinal smooth-muscle-inspired low-profile surgical tool to drive a needle. Human tissue is represented by a chicken breast. The endoscope is represented by a blue ring.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Appendix B. Calculation of actuators with four-phase two-plane electrodes

For the actuator containing electrodes in a single plane, the force can be calculated from Equation (1), and the voltage vector. The capacitances between electrodes in two different films can be represented by

\[
\begin{align*}
C_{15} &= C_{26} = C_{37} = C_{48} = C_{m0} + C_{m1} \cos \left( \frac{\pi x}{2p} \right) \\
C_{16} &= C_{27} = C_{38} = C_{45} = C_{m0} + C_{m1} \cos \left( \frac{\pi x}{2p} + \frac{\pi}{2} \right) \\
C_{17} &= C_{28} = C_{35} = C_{46} = C_{m0} + C_{m1} \cos \left( \frac{\pi x}{2p} + \pi \right) \\
C_{18} &= C_{25} = C_{36} = C_{47} = C_{m0} + C_{m1} \cos \left( \frac{\pi x}{2p} + \frac{3\pi}{2} \right)
\end{align*}
\]

(12)

where \( p \) is the electrode pitch, \( C_{m0} \) is the mean value, and \( C_{m1} \) is the amplitude (which can be calculated via Fourier analysis). These values can be computed from the finite element models.